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ABSTRACT 
 

This study aims to Determine the attributes of soft skills required for the position at Bank Jabar  (Indonesia) using the bachelor's 
degree in accounting. This study used a qualitative research approach with description of the types of research, to describe the 
attributes of soft skills required by users bachelor's degree in accounting. The questionnaire is designed based on the attributes 
of soft skills to corporate banking. The questionnaire was given to the users of accounting graduate, so knowing how soft skills 
According to the job characteristics. The results Showed attributes the soft skills required for all positions in the banking using 
accounting graduates should have soft skills attributes such as integrity, motivation, time management and stress. There are 
some positions that require soft skills attributes such as learning, teamwork and commitment. On the other hand, the results of 
this research can the make an input for accounting programs to preparing soft skills for accounting graduates. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Banking is one of the developments in the economy that have broad influence on efforts to improve and expand financial 
institutions. The rapid development of the business world in general and the banking system recorded a very impressive 
performance gives employment to a diverse workforce including in particular economic undergraduate accounting majors. 
Developments in the business world must be responded by the education system in order to generate accounting degree qualified 
and ready to use in the workplace. In order to achieve these objectives, the design of accounting education should be relevant to 
the world of work, in this case the world of work for the degree in accounting. 
 
On the other hand the manual labour often complain of college graduates  quality half-hearted. How not disappointed, if it turns 
out graduates who scored less resilient, dishonest, quickly bored, can not work in teamwork, lack of ability to communicate 
orally and in writing with a good report. Of course, it could be an evaluation, not just for a particular campus, but also the entire 
campus in the country without exception. There is a trend of what is given in college did not fully match the needs in the field of 
work. Most of the menu is presented, arguably in the form of hard skills. In fact, the evidence suggests it most determinant of 
success is relatively soft skills, Erly, et all (2012) 
 
Bank bjb is one bank that has stood since 1961, which is a bank with a regional company legal form has now become a 
corporation with the demands of globalization opens opportunities to further expand the operational space and change the image 
of the Bank Jabar which has been serving the area restricted Province West Java became a regional bank that requires a global 
perspective is certainly highly competent human resources who have the hard skills and soft skills appropriate to the field of 
banking. According to Jiri Balcar (2012) en employability of individuals became dependent not only on their qualification, but 
also on their soft skills. 
 
Responding to the challenges of education in this regard are concentrated on the banking education graduates can be accepted in 
other words, the quality improved. The graduates are also faced with the rivalry between the local university and Foreign affairs. 
In addition to a good hard skills, the graduates should have good soft skills as well. Around us many examples to prove that 
people have intelligence, or many have a high degree, not necessarily successfully doing business in the world of work. Often a 
lower formal education, was much more successful. 
 
In the world of work, expected competencies achieved by students after graduation includes two aspects, namely the ability of 
hard skills and soft skills.In the International Education Standards (IES 3) for Professional Accountants states that personal 
competency skills should haved, there are analysis problem solving skills and communication skills. Each company will have 
different characteristics and so we need the ability to analyze. According to Jiri Balcar (2012) the necessity of development of 
competencies for customer orientation, efficiency, problem solving, effective communication and planning and organizing, 
roomates are simultaneously the most important for work performance and the least developed. Survey from the National 
Association of College and Employee (NACE), USA (2002), the 457 leaders, about 20 essential qualities of a champion. The 
result row is communication skills, honesty / integrity, ability to cooperate, interpersonal skills, ethics, motivation / initiative, 
adaptability, analytical power, computer skills, organizational skills, detail-oriented, leadership, confidence, friendly, courteous, 
wise, (GPA> = 3.00), creative, humorous, and entrepreneurship skills.GPA is often considered as evidence of the greatness of 
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college students, the indicator turned out to be a successful person occupying the position of number 17.The numbers are ranked 
at the top, instead often mistaken for common terms only whereas, the quality as it really seriously needed. 
 
Criteria for qualified human resources can be seen from the balance between soft skills and hardskill. Hardskill capabilities 
related to academic and science and technology. While soft skills is beyond the capabilities of technical and academic, who 
prefers intrapersonal and interpersonal skills. The ability of a person's soft skills can be seen from how one future set targets, 
motivate, raise self-confidence, communication, character, leadership, and others. 
 
This is contrary to the conditions of formal education in Indonesia. Formal education in Indonesia is more likely on hardskill 
than softskill. According to Pramono (2004), 72% of the educational process in Indonesia is more focused on the ability 
hardskill. This led to Indonesia weaker students plan for the future, motivate themselves and raise confidence. Various efforts 
have been taken by the government in addressing the issue of human resource poor Indonesia is rooted in the poor quality of 
students in Indonesia. Hence the need for the development of teaching methods that integrate aspects of scientific skills (hard 
skills) and affective aspects (soft skills), so can  identifies the challenges facing accounting education in providing students with 
the knowledge and skills that raise their competency levels to meet that required by the market Ehab&Sherif(2003). 
 
Wheeler (2001) stated that many of the challenges facing accounting profession in volve personal characteristics of Accountants. 
Therefore, restructuring accounting education is needed to facilitate Ehab of Accountants (2003).The Accounting Education 
Change Commission (1989) called for the creation of a curriculum where employers could recognize a measurable improvement 
in the knowledge and abilities of accounting graduates. The results of studies carried by various committees riviewing 
accounting education pointed out that accounting education has failed to respond to the ever increasing expectation for students 
entering the accounting profession. 
 
In order to graduate successfully a design study of a particular subject of core courses in accounting program curriculum courses 
are referring to learning strategies suitable to the competencies that are charged to the course in order to achieve the final 
competence laid down in the curriculum. The study was conducted to determine the types soft skill are most needed for the 
banking sector, so that it becomes an input for the institution or college to increase the soft skills especially for the accounting 
program. While the goal is expected to know the attributes of soft skills included in the core courses in accounting courses. 
 
LITERATURE RIVIEW 
 
Soft skills 
 
Jiri (2012)an importance of soft competencies has Increased Significantly in last decades.An indirect evidence of growing 
importance of soft competencies was presented by bacolod and Blum (2008), who found that the wage premium to soft 
competencies years doubled between 1968 and 1990. Softskills is a term in sociology of EQ (Emotional Intelligence Quotient) a 
person, that can be categorized a social life, communication, tells of language, habits, friendliness, optimization. Softskills is 
'different' with the emphasis on IQ hardskills, that mastery of science, technologically and technical skills related to the field of 
science. 
 
It takes effort to change it. However, soft skills is not something stagnant. Soft skills can only be transmitted, not taught. How to 
improve the soft skills are as follows: 
 

1. Learning by doing. Soft skills can be honed and improved in line with the experience in the world of work / 
organization. 

2. Interact and doing activities with others. 
3. Following trainings / seminars on management. 

 
Center for entrepreneurship education and development, Halifax, nova scotia, (2004), the 23 attributes of the dominant soft skills 
needed in the workforce such as initiative, self-management, ethics / integrity, resolving issues, criticalthinking, to summarize, 
willingness to learn, cooperate, commitment, flexible, motivation, teamwork, eager, independent, reliable, listening, 
oralcommunication, tough, creative, arguing logical, analytical ability, time management, to cope with stress. 
 
Research results from Six Sigma magazine in January and February 2008 that asked respondents six sigma practitioners 
regarding what characteristics are important for a person to successfully become a Black Belt. Of respondents found that Six 
Sigma is a problem of soft skills: communication, interpersonal, leadership are things that are considered the most important and 
further technical and analytical problems (hard skills) is the next thing that is important. 
 
Banking Human Resources  
 
One of the most important in the management of the banking sector in the marketing side of the bank is the management of 
human resources. This is due to the human resources are the backbone in running the operations of a bank. To that end, the 
provision of human resources (banker) as the driving force of bank operations should be prepared as early as possible. In 
addition, human resource owned by the bank should have the ability to carry out any banking transactions, considering factors of 
service provided by these employees determine the success or failure of the bank in the future. Capabilities have been owned 
continuously honed, either through work experience or training and development of employees, Kashmir (2008). 
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In a bank there are different types of jobs or positions. The types of work to support each other, but every job has certain 
restrictions on what to do or what tasks are to be done, authority owned, and who is responsible for the work. In order to know 
the needs of information about one's work, both tasks, authority, and responsibility it is necessary to collect information about 
each job.  
 
FRAMEWORK 
 
For the banking world who have activities that are so dense in the sense that every transaction must be completed within a 
relatively short time, then an employee of the need to have the skills in the banking sector in order to serve any banking product 
offered a rapid, precise and satisfying, in other words, bank employees should have the quality of a truly reliable or become a 
professional banker, so that they can sell any product that is owned by the bank. Bank employees are also required to have a 
strong mentality in the face of every challenge he faced Kasmir (2008). 
 
The ability of soft skills is necessary for an employee in addition to his hard skill capabilities. These capabilities can be created 
through the college at any institution or education institutions to create graduates who have the skills expected. Various positions 
in the bank can be occupied by all graduates including accounting courses. These courses are required to create graduates who fit 
the criteria required.  
 
There are 23 attributes of the dominant soft skills needed in the field of work. Soft skills attributes are most dominant for 
banking jobs especially for all positions are likely to be occupied by graduates from accounting courses. With the identification 
of the attributes of these soft skills will be input for the agency or institution that organizes accounting courses will particularly 
concern the banking or labor provider for banks.  
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
The aim of this paper is to examine the attributes of soft skills in accounting degree for banking. It was Realized by direct 
questioning by using 23 attributes soft skill asked directly to the director of compliance and risk management, particularly human 
resource division at BJB bank's main branch. From this questionnaire will be known soft skills attributes are most dominant for 
accounting graduates for positions in banking. Questionnaires and interviews as a data collection tool that represents the entire 
bank BJB. 
  
RESULT 
 
Bank JabarBanten was established with a view through activities to help and encourage economic growth and equitable 
development of all areas in order to achieve improvement in the lives of the people. Bank Jabar as the local state-owned Limited 
Liability Company incorporated carry out operations as a commercial bank and in the implementation of regional autonomy, 
Bank Jabar has the task of: 
 

1. Fueling and driving the pace of development in the area. 
2. Cashier area or local money manager. 
3. one source of revenue. 

 
Judging from the Bank's vision is to realize the Bank JabarBanten West Java pride of healthy, dynamic, independent and trusted 
by addressing the needs and satisfaction of the community banking products and services in retail and medium-sized businesses, 
and encourage economic empowerment and being 10 largest bank and performing well in Indonesia. As well driving regional 
economies as the account holder area and a source of revenue. The Mission Bank JabarBanten is obtaining a reasonable income 
through the provision of banking products and services required by the community and economic empowerment, money serves 
as a store of local banks in order to realize healthy development, dynamic, independent, reliable in contributing significantly to 
revenue. 
 
To achieve the above certainly not without the crucial role of prospective employees who will become employees because it is 
the backbone in running the operations of a bank. To that end, the provision of human resources (banker) as bank operations 
driver should be prepared as early as possible. 
 
From the results obtained through the questionnaire showed a variety of positions in the bank that can be occupied by bachelor 
graduate accounting in banking in general, a description of each position or parts, as well as soft skills are a must-have for the 
position obtained for the office main branches and sub-branches are the officer positions (both back office and front office), 
among others. A complete description of the matter is reflected in the table below: 
 

Table 1: Position, job descriptions, and soft skills a must-have on every part 
NO Position Job Description Soft skill 
1 Division of 

Accounting 
As with the criteria in the accounting division of the 
bank should be able to carry out their duties and 
responsibilities are gathering data transactions 
occurring within a company and then convert into 
journals and ledgers. Make all financial reports based 
on the data collected as well as proof of a transaction 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
resolving issues, thinking 
critically, willingness to learn, 
commitment, motivation, work in 
teams, creative, arguing logical, 
analytical ability, time 
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NO Position Job Description Soft skill 
to provide information for internal and external 
parties. 

management, to cope with stress 

2 Internal Audit 
Division 

Understanding of internal control is a monitoring 
mechanism established by the Bank's management on 
an ongoing basis (on going basis), in order 
to:Safeguard and secure the assets of the 
Bank;Ensuring the availability of more accurate 
reporting;Improving compliance with applicable 
regulations;Reduce the financial impact / loss, 
irregularities including fraud / fraud, and breach of 
prudential aspects; 

1. Increasing organizational effectiveness and 
improve cost efficiency. 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
resolving issues, critical thinking, 
willingness to learn, commitment, 
motivation, self, oral 
communication, creative, arguing 
logical, analytical ability, time 
management, to cope with stress 

3 Planning Division Has the task of managing the actual news  resume is 
important for policy-making bank, managing the 
research, analysis, and macroeconomic projections, 
both nationally and internationally, as well as 
managing the planning and organizational 
development. 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
resolving issues, thinking 
critically, willingness to learn, 
commitment, motivation, work in 
teams, creative, arguing logical, 
analytical ability, time 
management, to cope with stress 

4 Teller The job desk of a teller that is associated with the 
money transfer and transactions using checks or slips, 
sort of money, and the teller a front office position. 

ethics / integrity, commitment, 
flexible, motivation, work in 
teams, passionate, independent, 
reliable, listening, oral 
communication, tough, creative, 
arguing logical, analytical ability, 
time management, able to cope 
with stress 

5 Customer Service Jobdesk and responsibilities of a customer service 
among others prepare draft letters, memos and 
decrees, sexy teller assist, provide information to 
customers about bank products and services, provide 
balance information, and help keeping and opening 
customer accounts. 

ethics / integrity, resolving issues, 
willingness to learn, commitment, 
flexible, motivation, work in 
teams, eager, listening, oral 
communication, arguing logical, 
time management, able to cope 
with stress 

6 Administration Jobdesk and responsibilities of the administration is 
making the letter and invoice banking transactions 
that occur, storing documents with good sales. Make 
bank progress report and existing customers every day 
on leadership 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
resolving issues, critical thinking, 
willingness to learn, motivation, 
work in teams, vibrant, reliable, 
oral communication, creative, 
time management, to cope with 
stress 

7 Marketing Jobdesk and powers of the marketing divisions 
include indenfied economic potential in the works, so 
as to support the preparation of the target market, the 
criteria for an acceptable the customer  and annual 
marketing plan, construct the responsibilities 
appropriate work plan budget and credit process in 
accordance with the general credit policies  and Credit 
guidelines, guaranteeing the and are right and 
consistently implemented to achieve maximum 
benefit and risk as small as possible and to create 
good customer service, actively in strategic business 
development services, Report credit problems, as a 
member of the rescue team and the resolution of 
problem loans, and fostering good relations with 
customer storage major and core customer 
collaboration, Monitoring Accounts Officer (AO) in 
completing the loan documents. 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
resolving issues, thinking 
critically, willingness to learn, 
commitment, motivation, work in 
teams, eager, listening, oral 
communication, creative, arguing 
logical, time management, to cope 
with stress 

8 Financial Analyst Jobdesk and responsibilities of an analyst to nominate 
worthy borrowers financed their business and offering 
products and services of the bank, received a loan 
application from a prospective borrower and making 
credit analysis for credit inquiries as deemed 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
thinking critically, willingness to 
learn, commitment, motivation, 
work in teams, independent, 
creative, analytical ability, time 
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NO Position Job Description Soft skill 
appropriate, a witness at the signing of the loan 
agreement and binding guarantee, localized periodic 
visits to monitor the development of the debtor's 
business and encourage the use of credit facilities. 

management, to cope with stress 

9 Credit Analyst Jobdesk and responsibilities of the credit analyst is to 
process and analyze quantitative and qualitative data 
to evaluate credit worthiness. This analysis must be 
made in full, accurate, and objective that includes the 
following:describing all of the information and data 
relating to the business of the applicant, including 
checking bank results. 

a. Assessment of the feasibility of the project 
amount for credit or business activities to be 
financed, with the goal of avoiding the 
possibility of mark-up practices that could 
harm the bank. Includes analysis of two-
year comparative financial statements. 
Responsible for credit analysis of 
borrowers, and  

b. truth, accuracy and confidentiality of the 
results of the credit analysis. 

5. researching, discussing loan application. 
Ongoing credit monitoring as a form of 
supervision of credit. Fostering both 
technical guidance and financial guidance to 
the debtor. 

initiative, ethics / integrity, 
thinking critically, willingness to 
learn, commitment, motivation, 
work in teams, listening, oral 
communication, creative, arguing 
logical, analytical ability, time 
management, to cope with stress 

10 Branch Manager Branch offices jobdesk as a whole, which helps the 
directors to obtain a reasonable return through the 
provision of banking products and services that 
people depend on the work area branches, encourage 
economic empowerment and serves as a local money 
manager, in order to realize healthy development 
banks dynamically, independent and reliable, and 
make a significant contribution to regional income. 

1. Managing the implementation of 
the system procedures. 

2. Plan, develop, implement and 
manage the business in the region 
of the branch. 

3. Plan, develop, implement and 
manage superior service to 
customers. 

4. Managing money area (for branch 
offices that do not have a Local 
Cash Management Unit). 

5. Real earnings contribute to 
encourage economic 
empowerment. 

6. Implement the adherence to 
systems and procedures, Bank 
Indonesia regulations and other 
laws and regulations. 

7. Accountable for the 
implementation of the main tasks, 
functions, and activities. 

initiative, ethics / integrity, critical 
thinking, willingness to learn, 
commitment, flexibility, 
motivation, work in teams, oral 
communication, creative, arguing 
logical, analytical ability, time 
management, to cope with stress 

 
Dominant Soft skills Attributes for Position in Banking 
 
Of the ten positions that can be summed up results of a questionnaire given to the respondents described the duties and 
responsibility each position, from each of these positions require soft skills that must be owned by the employees who will 
occupy that section.Overview of 23 types of soft skills that are used in this study to be possessed by those employees who 
occupy positions in banks represent 10 possible positions occupied illustrated as follows: 
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Figure 1: Soft skills for positions in banking 

 
 
The results and analysis of the frequency of occurrence or the magnitude of the percentage of each soft skills of the 23 most 
dominant soft skills for all positions respectively in bank 100% all the positions require employees who occupy positions are 
ethics / integrity, motivation, time management , soft skills and the ability to cope with stress. Fourth is 100% soft skills needed 
for positions in banking, however, for other soft skills does not mean not important soft skills such as a willingness to learn, 
commitment, able to work in a team by 90%, followed by 80% for an attitude of initiative, thought logical, creative, and logical 
argument, and followed other soft skills. The description of the position in the banking and soft skills required for each position 
so that it can provide a clear picture then expected to be used as input for the institution that organizes accounting program 
courses to prepare graduates especially those concerned for labor providers to the banking sector is not only hard skills but soft 
skills of graduates can be prepared from scratch. Formation or develop soft skills of graduates apart is inherited from her also be 
fostered through the learning process, many learning methods that not only put hard skills but can develop soft skills is the goal 
of the study program in accordance with her trademark. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The research was conducted by the authors on the issue of interest in soft skills that graduates should possess in order to compete 
with other graduates, especially for accounting courses that will occupy the focus on the banking sector. Graduates produced 
graduates who aim to be strong and not give up easily, in addition to the ability of hard skills possessed also soft skills to 
support.Soft skills for positions in banking for accounting graduates are needed in all positions though other attributes are also 
needed such as ethics / integrity, motivation, time management, and can cope with stress. As for the suggestion is for educational 
institutions organizing accounting degree from this study hopefully be the input to be considered in the process of learning to 
equip and form soft skills expected by the user graduates. Debriefing or the formation of soft skills can be through the 
application of different learning methods usually where the curriculum can be designed to focus on the soft skills that will be 
formed. 
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